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Itty Bitty Second Life Music Ethnographies 

 This weekend, Larissa Marchesa teleported across Second Life in search of new and interesting 

music venues.  The results, in brief, are below. 

Etopia Eco Village, Tsidel’s Café and Ginny’s Arcade, Etopia Prime (221, 42, 21) 

 The Etopia Eco Village is an area of SL devoted primarily to discussing eco-friendly topics, and 

includes a number of informational signs to that effect.  Tsidel’s Café and its connected venue, Ginny’s 

Arcade, provide a relaxed outdoor venue for these conversations.  The café is reminiscent of a 

cosmopolitan tiki bar, complete with palm fronds and paper lanterns, and plays a continuous stream of 

smooth jazz.  The arcade area is livelier, featuring groups of SL residents hanging around and playing 

with the arcade machines.  Here, music is in the background and conversation the foreground, but it is 

still a good place to meet for a quiet conversation. 

 

The Tune a Fish Club, St. Maur (27, 242, 83) 

 With a name like “The Tune a Fish Club,” I was expecting to find a rustic seaside venue with 

equally homegrown, backwoods talent.  Instead, the Tune a Fish Club is an urban dance venue that 

happens to be located on its own tropical island.  The area consists primarily of a single dance hall, 

complete with color-shifting dance stages.  One notable feature is the dance machine on the wall, which 

will program each avatar with a club- and gender-specific dance that synchs with the music.  The 

majority of visitors are there to dance, and either “work it” to the pre-programmed character dances or 

the ones available at the venue.  The family-friendly electro house music of DJ Augie keeps the place 

hopping. 

 

Sweethearts Jazz Romantic Ballroom, Sweethearts (82, 166, 24) 

The Sweethearts Jazz Romantic Ballroom was currently hosting a smooth jazz “brunch” when I 

arrived.  The venue, an outdoor colonnade decorated to look like a 19th-century ballroom, was fairly 



quiet at this hour—most individuals were talking rather than dancing.  I managed to catch Dilbert 

Dilweg, the club owner, during this time.  He assured me that the club was not always this quiet, and 

during live jazz performances, it turned into a popular dance venue with upwards of fifty people dancing 

in classic ballroom styles.   In addition to its function as a jazz club, the ballroom also offers a free singles 

dating service that is available to all SL members. 

 

Sterling Music Park, Sterling Vineyard (53, 8, 30) 

Ironically for being advertised with the tagline “Sterling Music Park!! where music happens!”, 

this venue was the one location I visited that was absolutely devoid of people during my time there.  

This outdoor had a continuous soundtrack of soft rock, peppered with the chirping of birds.  There was 

one main stage area with a standing microphone, surrounded by formal seating areas.  However, what 

was most notable about the Sterling Music Park was the décor: all of the trees had changing leaves, and 

there were what looked like photographer’s scenes littered around the park, filled with turkeys and 

pumpkins and pilgrims.  Seeing the American flag waving behind the pilgrims, I was shocked to recognize 

that this area was meant to be American—the only such place with “first life” ties I had seen in my 

travels.  Although the music park was dead when I visited, it would be worth a revisit to see if the music 

matches the décor. 

 

The Multimedia Arts Center (MMAC): Main Club location: Somerset (215, 36, 66); Jazz Link and 

Comedy Club: Chapala (241, 36, 66); Underground: Cranston (1, 2, 66) 

 The Multimedia Arts Center (MMAC) is a large area consisting of a number of different 

performance venues.  I visited a handful of them as listed above.  The main location or “lobby” 

resembled the lobby of a large Cineplex with plush seating, wall posters, and signs pointing towards the 

other areas.   It was quiet, the piped-in ambient music being the only sound available.  At the back of the 

lobby was a bar area with a grand piano that the guests could sit down and play—one person was 

playing and several chatting around the piano during my visit.  Down the hallway (or through the wall, as 

I got there) was a jazz lounge where a small live combo was playing; beyond that, an Australian stand-up 

comic was joking about Tom Cruise.  Each area had a distinctive look, feel, and soundscape, and guests 

flitted between each form of entertainment.  Although mostly devoted to scheduled shows, the area 



had an interactive feel, and the wide choice of entertainments made this one of the highlights of my 

miniature tour. 

 

 Second Life musicians often cite the ability to “tour from home” as a one of the pleasures of 

performing at the SL venues; I, too, was pleased with my eco-friendly and relaxed journey through these 

music venues, with no need to dress up, buy drinks, or wait for public transport in the cold.  Where is 

the music happening?  Well, maybe not at Sterling Music Park, but the next time someone asks that 

question, I am more likely to answer “Second Life.” 


